2002 MHSBCA 1A ALL STATE TEAM

PITCHERS-FIRST TEAM
SR RYAN WAGNER LAKELAND
SR CHRIS GERLEMAN MARION C. EARLY
SR DALE HARRISON STOUTLAND
JR JACOB SCHEER NEW HAVEN

PITCHERS-SECOND TEAM
SR ALEX SHELTON CROCKER
SR CHASE BLAKEY NORWOOD
SR JOE MICHAEL SANTA FE
JR RYNE WOOD ORAN

PITCHERS-HONORABLE MENTION
SR PRESTON SHIPLEY ARCHIE
SR AARON MURPHY SOUTH NODAWAY
SR TYLER WENGERT ST. VINCENT

CATCHER-FIRST TEAM
SR JOE COOK STOUTLAND
SR MATT CRUTH SOUTH NODAWAY

CATCHER-SECOND TEAM
JR TYLER DOKE MARION C. EARLY
JR NATHAN SEYER ORAN

CATCHER-HONORABLE MENTION
SR KEIL LASWELL LAKELAND
JR D.L KELLER SOUTHWEST-LUDLOW

OUTFIELD-FIRST TEAM
SR MICHAEL YORK CROCKER
SR JOHN GILLILAND SOUTHWEST-LUDLOW
JR TREY GRAVIETT ORAN
SR DAMON COOK SACRED HEART

OUTFIELD-SECOND TEAM
JR JASON MUIR NEW HAVEN
JR TRAVIS HALL NEWBURG
SR MATT CROWLEY BRAYMER
SR JEFF SIMS SWEET SPRINGS

INFIELD-FIRST TEAM
SR SHAWN HAMPY NORTHWEST HUGHESVILLE
SR AARON SPENCER NORWOOD
SR ROGER FEAGAN SANTA FE
SR JARED SWANN JASPER
JR TYLER COOKSON ORAN

INFIELD-SECOND TEAM
SR BRENNON WILLIARD STOUTLAND
JR RYAN STEINHOFF NEW HAVEN
SO DAN STRUEMPH ST. ELIZABETH
JR BEN DUNCAN BELL CITY
SR COURTNEY CULLER NORTH SHELBY

INFIELD-HONORABLE MENTION
SR ANDREW MURPHY BEVIER
SO JORDAN ACUFF MARION C. EARLY

DH/UTILITY-FIRST TEAM
SR SETH SNYDER LAKELAND
SR NICK GREEN ST. ELIZABETH

DH/UTILITY-SECOND TEAM
JR TY BROWN BELL CITY
JR JIMMY HUDSON NEWBURG

DH/UTILITY-HONORABLE MENTION
SR ABE ROWDEN VIENNA
SR BUD CLARK ENGLEWOOD CHRISTIAN

2002 MHSBCA 2A ALL STATE TEAM

PITCHERS-FIRST TEAM
SR JUSTIN BASINGER SOUTHERN BOONE
SR MATT KROEGER PALMYRA
SO BRANDON CROUSE FORSYTH
SO CHRIS MACKEY SPRINGFIELD CATHOLIC

PITCHERS-SECOND TEAM
SR DUSTIN YOUNG HARTVILLE
SR MATHIAS MILLER CONWAY
SR ANTHONY SIMONE ST. PIUS X
JR TRUMAN MAREK ST. JOE LEBLOND

PITCHERS-HONORABLE MENTION
SR JUSTIN LEE SOUTHERN BOONE
SR LATHAM MADDOX NEW BLOOMFIELD
JR IAN MURRAY IBERIA
FR MATT FREVERT HALLSVILLE

CATCHERS-FIRST TEAM
SR MICHAEL HERR ST. PIUS X
SR BRYAN NOLTE LAFAYETTE COUNTY

CATCHERS-SECOND TEAM
SR RODNEY CRAVENS HARTVILLE
SR JEREMY SNOW PALMYRA

HONORABLE MENTION-CATCHER
SR CARTER SKIRVIN WESTRAN
JR KYLE DIVELEY CAPE NOTRE DAME

OUTFIELD-FIRST TEAM
SR ERIC GUETTERMAN ST. PIUS X-KC
SR ADAM ROLFES HALLSVILLE
JR MICHAEL TROTH SOUTHERN BOONE
SR GREG HOUGH LEXINGTON

OUTFIELD-SECOND TEAM
SR JOSH KLEFFNER FATIMA
SR FRED HOOIBRINK SOUTHERN BOONE
JR CHRIS BERTZ LEXINGTON
JR JAKE DICKEY FORSYTH

INFIELD-FIRST TEAM
SR RYAN BECKER WEST COUNTY
SR JOHN STERNBERG JOHN BURROUGHS
SR TONY BRUNE FATIMA
SR TIMMY WENCEWICZ CAPE NOTRE DAME
JR ROSS KELLING ST. PIUS X

**INFIELD-SECOND TEAM**
SR JONATHAN EHLERS COLE CAMP
SR TREvor YORK SPRINGFIELD CATHOLIC
JR JED MOMOT WEST COUNTY
JR WES HAID HERMANN
JR NICK CURTIS SOUTHERN BOONE

**INFIELD-HONORABLE MENTION**
SR SHANE KISTNER CAPE NOTRE DAME
SR CHET HICKS HARTVILLE
SR PATRICK BURKETT HALLSVILLE
SO JUSTIN BEGEMAN LEXINGTON
SO JACOB BUNTON PALMYRA

**DH/UTILITY-FIRST TEAM**
SR A.J VAN SLYKE JOHN BURROUGHS
SR BRAD FOSTER SARCOXIE

**DH/UTILITY-SECOND TEAM**
SO JAKE SITTON WEST COUNTY
SO BOBBY ALDRIDGE FORSYTH

**DH/UTILITY-HONORABLE MENTION**
SR BLAKE MCPHEETERS BLAIR OAKS
JR TYLER HENSON CLEARWATER
2002 MHSBCA 3A ALL STATE TEAM

PITCHERS-FIRST TEAM
SR MIKE COLE NORTH COUNTY
SR TREVOR CLAY PLATTE COUNTY
SR SAM LECURE HELIAS
SR JAKE HABSEGER FESTUS

PITCHERS-SECOND TEAM
SR DANNY COWSERT UNION
SR TYLER NORRICK FESTUS
JR JOE SKYLES OZARK
JR RON MARTIN ST. MARY’S

PITCHERS-HONORABLE MENTION
SR NATHAN BAKER KENNETT
SR TYLER SHAW PLATTE COUNTY
SR CRAIG PRYOR SALEM
JR JOSH DISTASIO KEARNEY

CATCHERS-FIRST TEAM
SR BRANDON CRISP KIRKSVILLE
SR JOSH MCKEE NIXA

CATCHERS-SECOND TEAM
JR RILEY WESTMAN SMITHVILLE
SO JOHN MOODY KEARNEY

CATCHERS-HONORABLE MENTION
SR JUSTIN SUNDLIE OZARK
SR JOEL TURNBEAUGH ST. CLAIR
OUTFIELD-FIRST TEAM
SR SHANE ELENZ SMITHVILLE
SR CHRIS CLARK MONTGOMERY COUNTY
SR CLINT ROGERS CALIFORNIA
JR BRANDON PATEK FESTUS

OUTFIELD-SECOND TEAM
SR MATT WILLIAMS KIRKSVILLE
SR SCOTT EDDINGTON HOUSTON
SR TREY MOORE NIXA
SR DAVID MALEDY SALEM

OUTFIELD-HONORABLE MENTION
SR JARED PINKERTON GRAIN VALLEY
SR STEVE DINTAMAN ST. DOMINIC
SR TYSEN SAYLER KIRKSVILLE
SR WARREN BLEVINS ODESSA

INFIELD-FIRST TEAM
SR ADAM DAVIS FULTON
SR ADAM WHITEHEAD FESTUS
SO ADAM HOWARD NORTH COUNTY
JR CLINT ANDERSON WILLIARD
JR JEFF MELTON HERCULANEUM

INFIELD-SECOND TEAM
SR CHRIS TAYLOR WEBB CITY
SR B.J CURRY CASSVILLE
JR DANNY PENN NEVADA
SO BLAKE DEWITT SIKESTON
SO JAKE BLACKWOOD PLATTE COUNTY

**INFIELD-HONORABLE MENTION**

SR J. MEURER ST. JAMES
SR MICHAEL KEPHART HOLDEN
SR SAM HAHN FESTUS
SR RANDY PACE CALIFORNIA
JR JOE RAMEY HERCULANEUM

**DH/UTILITY-FIRST TEAM**

SR RONNIE RAY PACIFIC
SR ZANE TAYLOR KIRKSVILLE

**DH/UTILITY-SECOND TEAM**

SR MATT JOHNSON GRAIN VALLEY
JR SETH TALLEY EL DORADO SPRINGS

**DH/UTILITY-HONORABLE MENTION**

SR BRIAN HASTINGS KEARNEY
JR TYLER PEERSON HOLDEN

**2002 MHSBCA 4A ALL STATE TEAM**

**PITCHERS - FIRST TEAM**

SR CODY QUICK BELTON
SR DEVIN COLLIS FRANCIS HOWELL NORTH
SR BRAD BUMPUS FRANCIS HOWELL NORTH
JR KRIS JOHNSON BLUE SPRINGS

**PITCHERS-SECOND TEAM**

SR KYLE MCCLELLAN HAZELWOOD WEST
SR TOM COWLEY VIANNEY
JR SCOTT CARROLL LIBERTY
SR DEREK EILERS JEFF CITY

PITCHERS-HONORABLE MENTION
SR MATT BUSCHMAN LAFAYETTE
SR TIM LANDY DESMET
JR SEAN LAND LIBERTY
JR MAX SCHERZER PARKWAY CENTRAL

CATCHERS-FIRST TEAM
SR A.J SPITALERI RAYTOWN SOUTH
SR DAVID CHANEY FRANCIS HOWELL NORTH

CATCHERS-SECOND TEAM
SR GRANT STANIZEWSKI MARQUETTE
SR KYLE KOLB OAKVILLE

CATCHERS-HONORABLE MENTION
SR KEVIN ENGLEMeyer FORT ZUMWALT NORTH
SOPH SCOTT DUNWOODY COLUMBIA ROCKBRIDGE

OUTFIELDERS-FIRST TEAM
SR E.J BASTA MARQUETTE
SR STEVEN MURPHY ROCKHURST
JR MARTY CLEMENTS FORT ZUMWALT SOUTH
SR RANDY BRAUN BELTON

OUTFIELDERS-SECOND TEAM
SR MUHAMMAD MUHAMMAD NORTH KANSAS CITY
JR CHRIS MARTIN JEFF CITY
SR IAN PENNINGTON BLUE SPRINGS
SR BRAD MERRITT ROCKWOOD SUMMIT
**OUTFIELDERS-HONORABLE MENTION**

SR HUNTER MENSE LIBERTY  
JR JACOB REDEL RAYMORE PECULIAR  
JR WILL PAUL PARKWAY WEST  
JR BOB FEHLKER HILLSBORO

**INFIELDERS-FIRST TEAM**

SR JOHN MAYBERRY JR. ROCKHURST  
SR ERIC OHLMAN RAYMORE PECULIAR  
JR DAVID KRAMER PARKWAY NORTH  
JR GREG RODGERS FRANCIS HOWELL  
JR ZACH EVANS ROCKWOOD SUMMIT

**INFIELDERS-SECOND TEAM**

SR MATT GOYEA ST. CHARLES  
SR C.J KETCHUM JOPLIN  
SR DANE GOUGH TROY  
SR KEITH SMITH RAYTOWN  
JR LUCAS MAY PARKWAY WEST

**INFIELDERS-HONORABLE MENTION**

SR RYAN PAYNE BLUE SPRINGS  
SR BEN MCMILLEN LIBERTY  
SR GREG DEBEER PARKWAY WEST  
SR MARK TAYLOR DESMET  
JR RANDY CLARK FORT ZUMWALT SOUTH

**DH/UTILITY-FIRST TEAM**

SR NICK ADMIRE LEBANON
SR BRANDON HALL LIBERTY

**DH/UTILITY-SECOND TEAM**

SR JEFF TAYLOR JOPLIN

SR RYAN LOWREY RAYMORE PECULIAR

**DH/UTILITY-HONORABLE MENTION**

SR MICHAEL BURTON GRANDVIEW

FR MICHAEL HOPKINS FRANCIS HOWELL